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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to investigate the influence of the Ordered Subsets Expectation Maximization (OSEM) reconstruction updates implemented in the
177
Lu SPECT/CT imaging processing in molecular radiotherapy. A NEMA IEC Body PhantomTM was used to quantify activity in refillable spheres of five different
sizes. Images were obtained with a hybrid dual-head SPECT-CT imaging system (Symbia T2, Siemens Medical System, Germany) with a clinical acquisition
protocol, and reconstructed using a commercial 3D OSEM algorithm (Flash 3D). In the reconstruction process, different values of iterations and subsets were
considered, along with a 3D Gaussian post-reconstruction filter and scatter and attenuation correction.
Activity recovery coefficients were derived from the ratio between total reconstructed counts and the true activity for each sphere at each OSEM update. Recovery
coefficients, and average fractional error (i.e. the weighted Root Mean Squared Error) were evaluated.
At the same time, also 177Lu spatial resolution and dead time were investigated, as matter of discussion about activity recovery coefficients.

Results for spheres ≤ 5.5 ml in volume were significantly affected by the partial volume effect, causing a great bias in activity estimation for the smallest spheres. Their
weighted fractional error was OSEM update dependent, ranging between 85% to 79% and 60% to 50% for the two smallest spheres, referring to values of 8 subsets-8
iterations and 16 subsets-10 iterations for the two extremes, respectively. No dead time was detected.

The choice of iterations and subsets is dependent on the object size to investigate and on the desired image quality. Anyway, using a fixed number of iterations
and subsets is correct for objects with volumes ≥ 5.5 ml, reaching the total count convergence in the reconstructed volumes, but the use of correction factors for
compensating the partial volume effect is needed. For objects with volumes ≤ 5.5 ml the quantification becomes challenging.

Introduction
In molecular radiotherapy (MRT) patients with disseminated
or unresectable tumors are treated with radiopharmaceuticals that
are designed to localize in cancer cells. This approach aims to deliver
radiation specifically to tumors, causing minimal toxicity to healthy
organs. Neuroendocrine tumors (NET) expressing somatostatin
receptors have currently been showing greatly increased incidence,
making MRT with 177Lu-labelled somatostatin analogs a promising
approach [1,2]. Good clinical evidence has been recently proved in a
phase 3 trial for 177Lu Dotatate [3].
Single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) plays an
important role in MRT of NET, since it is at present the main modality
used to calculate a patient-specific dosimetry for an accurate and
precise MRT planning, as pointed up by the joint EANM / MIRD
guidelines for quantitative 177Lu SPECT applied to MRT (MIRD
Pamphlet No. 26) [4].
Furthermore, the new EC Directive of 5 December 2013 states that
doses to critical tissues must be individually planned and verified for all
radiotherapy techniques (including MRT), and requires Member States
to introduce legislation enforcing compliance by February 2018. Thus,
an accurate personalized MRT planning is required.
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The new SPECT/CT systems and their improved quantitative
accuracy of 3D imaging allow for a complete and detailed reconstruction
of the patient anatomy and a clear localization of the radiotracer
uptake area compared to 2D planar imaging [5,6]. Thus, this leads to
both localization of tumors, therapy planning, and bio-distribution
studies of administered radiopharmaceuticals. The latter information
is important for clinicians evaluating to what degree the goal of MRT
has been accomplished. In this regard, the need of an accurate SPECT
activity quantification within a volume of interest (VOI) represents an
important task for the assessment of the therapeutic response, in both
clinical and research applications [7-13].
As regards clinical SPECT quantification [14], iterative
reconstruction algorithms [15] are the state of the art and they are
generally recommended. They are critical in the SPECT/CT image
formation chain, and together with target VOIs and quantification
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protocols, they represent the three main components in activity
quantification in SPECT/CT systems. The Ordered Subset Expectation
Maximization (OSEM) algorithm [16] is the most widely used
among the various iterative reconstruction methods developed to
accelerate the reconstruction speed. Several investigations have been
reported on the performance of such algorithm on radionuclides
frequently used in nuclear medicine, for patient imaging as well as
patient specific dosimetry. Some of the more pertinent publications
include improvements in correction techniques for quantification in
SPECT [4,17-20], evaluations of the accuracy of quantitative image
reconstruction techniques [21-25] and comparisons of resolution
between SPECT/CT systems using machine-specific reconstruction
algorithms [26-28]. In these studies, the OSEM reconstruction
parameters (i.e. number of subsets, S, and iterations, I) employed in
SPECT image reconstruction are set in order to reach stable values of
counts in a variety of considered VOIs.
In the same papers, it is underlined that the imaging characteristics
are bounded to: the chosen combination of iterations and subsets,
the source distribution, the acquisition counts statistics, the physical
degrading effects (scatter, attenuation and collimator-detector
response) and are strictly object dependent. Hence, depending on
the specific clinical goal (therapy dosimetry rather than diagnostics,
for example), it is required to optimize these parameters to obtain the
best image quality of reconstructed images, with the aim to perform a
reliable quantitative analysis of SPECT images for dosimetry purpose.
In accordance with a recent guidance document issued by
European Association of Nuclear Medicine (EANM) [29], the aim
of the present study is to find out the optimum combination of the
iterations and subsets employed in a commercial OSEM algorithm,
in order to establish the quantitative accuracy of our clinical SPECT
patient imaging studies. For this purpose, an experimental study was
performed using 177Lu-DOTATOC, routinely employed in a clinical trial
based on Peptide Receptor Radionuclide Therapy (PRRT) at IRCCSASMN hospital in Reggio Emilia, Italy (EUDRACT: 2013-002605-65).
The tomographic SPECT phantom images are reconstructed using a
commercial 3D OSEM algorithm (Flash 3D, Siemens Medical Solution,
Germany), with collimator specific resolution recovery, CT-based
attenuation correction and energy window-based scatter correction.
The combination of subsets and iterations is evaluated in terms of bias
and fractional error. This study is about the influence of the OSEM
updates on the SPECT/CT imaging process for therapy purpose. At the
same time 177Lu spatial resolution and dead time were investigated.

scatter window from 121.47keV to 130.51keV (using a default window
weight of 0.9375). With respect to the higher energy photopeak, the
DEW scatter correction was employed and the lower scatter window
ranged from 171.60keV to 192.40keV (using a default window weight
of 0.75) [30].
Following the SPECT acquisition, an X-ray CT scan of the phantom
was generated using a 130kV and 30 mAs beam (clinical parameters),
and a smooth reconstruction kernel (B08s; Siemens Medical Solution,
Germany). The reconstructed slice thickness was set to 5 mm.
Reconstruction of SPECT / CT images and imaging analysis were
performed in Siemens E-Soft workstation (Syngo MI, Application
version 32B, Siemens Medical Solution, Germany). The images were
reconstructed with the proprietary iterative Flash 3D reconstruction
algorithm which includes correction for attenuation (based on energy
extrapolation of the CT values from the automatically registered
SPECT / CT image), compensation for scatter (estimated by means
of the multiple energy windows method, and incorporated into the
reconstruction) and a full collimator-detector response [30].
In this study only phantoms were considered. The acquisition set up
of the camera is shown in Figure 1.
Iterative reconstruction of the images was performed using a
number of iterations ranging from 1 to 20, in steps of two iterations,
using 2, 4, 8 and 16 number of subsets. Finally, reconstructed images
were filtered with a 3-D Gaussian function having a full width-at-halfmaximum of 1 pixel (4.8 mm) [22].

Phantoms
The dead time effect of detectors was investigated with a cylindrical
phantom provided with some spherical inserts (internal volume 5640ml)
supplied by Data Spectrum Corporation (Hillsborough, USA). It was
provided with a set of 6 hollow spheres (in volume of 98, 27, 19, 11.5,
5.6, 2.57 ml), which were filled with a radioactive solution of 177Lu (3,44
MBq/ml that is: 337, 93, 65, 40, 19, 9 MBq respectively) and placed in
a radioactive background (0,38 MBq/ml). This phantom was acquired
several times while decaying (for about 3.5 half-lives). For each sphere a
spherical VOI was drawn directly on its CT image relative to a different
time point and the total counts were analyzed in function of time after
phantom preparation. Similarly, the total body reconstructed counts
were plotted in function of the true activity injected in the phantom.

Materials and methods
SPECT/CT acquisition and reconstruction
SPECT/CT scans were acquired on a Symbia T2 gamma-camera
(Siemens Medical System, Germany) with a 3 / 8 inch NaI (Tl) detector
and medium-energy low-penetration (MELP) collimator, with a
sensitivity of about 13.9 cps/MBq (for ME collimators with 67Ga)
extracted from factory data sheet. The tomographic projection images
were acquired in step and shoot mode, for 64 views over 360° and 30
sec/frame. Zoom of 1, circular radius of rotation of 330 mm (around the
phantom surface) and image matrix of 128x128 pixels were set, resulting
in a 4.8 mm pixel size image. In acquisition, the energy windows of
the two dominant photopeaks of 177Lu [4] were set at 113keV ± 7.5%
and 208.4keV ± 7.5%, as also described in Grassi et al [30]. As regards
the lower energy photopeak, the TEW scatter correction was employed
and the lower scatter window was set in the range from 87.58keV to
104.53keV (using a default window weight of 0.5), while the upper
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Figure 1. Acquisition set-up where the six radioactive spheres into the NEMA IEC Body
PhantomTM are acquired in the SPECT/CT imaging system.
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To test the 177Lu system’s tomographic spatial resolution of
where Am(Vi,j) is the reconstructed activity, obtained by the CF value, of
the gamma camera, an additional phantom was prepared. It was a
the i-th sphere of volume Vi for the particular combination (j) of OSEM
update, and At(Vi) is the true activity for the same i-th sphere. At(Vi)
cylindrical phantom in which three capillary tubes (length 75 mm,
was decay corrected as follows [30]:
internal diameter 1.2 mm) filled with a radioactive solution were firmly
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totally filled with an activity of 30 MBq of 177Lu. For different OSEM
where A0 is the initial activity in the sphere volume (Vi), T0 the
updates, the spatial resolution was evaluated as the average of FWHM
acquisition start time, Tcal the time of activity calibration, T1/2 the half(Full Width at Half Maximum) values on three counting profiles across
life of 177Lu and Tacq is the acquisition time. The first term in brackets
each capillary tube.
corrects for the radioactive decay from the time of calibration to the
To study the impact of the reconstruction algorithm updates on
the quantification, the NEMA IEC Body PhantomTM (Data Spectrum
Corporation, Hillsborough, NC, USA), originally designed for PET
scanners, was used. It consisted of a body shaped water-filled cavity,
within which five fillable spherical inserts of volume 22.46, 11.46,
5.56, 2.56 and 1.15 ml were fixed on plastic rods that utilized the predrilled-and-tapped holes of the phantom. All the spheres were filled
with a 177Lu-water solution and were measured one-by-one in a dose
calibrator: activity concentrations ranged between 7.5 and 8.8 MBq/ml
and these values were used to normalize the following data analysis.
The background volume of the phantom cavity was 9.71 liters and it was
filled with non-radioactive water.
Whilst for PET applications NEMA recommends leaving the 2
largest spheres cold, for SPECT applications all spheres were filled with
radioactivity (choice driven by the inferior system spatial resolution
when compared to PET).

Data analysis
Each reconstructed image was analyzed by means of the volumetric
analysis tool on the processing workstation supplied by Siemens. For
each sphere inside the phantom, its central plane was determined
visually and a spherical VOI (generated with a fixed diameter based
on the central position and as large as the real spheres diameter) was
drawn on the CT image to match the geometric size of the interior of
each sphere. Then, the SPECT image was superimposed on the CT
and the total reconstructed counts (Cm), mean (Cmean) and also the
standard deviation (Cstd) of pixel counts were recorded. To minimize
the spill out of recorded counts from the sphere region and spill in from
neighboring spheres (because of the initial manual positioning of the
VOI), and to optimize the residual misregistration of SPECT and CT
images, each VOI was manually shifted by one voxel in negative and
positive x, y and z direction. Then, for each combination of iterations
and subsets considered, it was possible to calculate a mean value of the
measured data.
In absence of partial volume effect, it is possible to define a
calibration factor with the general equation [31]:

Cm
					
(1)
At
where the value of Cm and At refers to the measured counts and true
activity values in the region of interest. It was calculated for our SPECT/
CT scanner and shown in Grassi et al. [30].
CF =

Anyway, for smaller objects, affected by partial volume effect (PVE),
it is needed to consider a recovery coefficient (RC) factor, defined as a
function of sphere volume as [31]:
RC (Vi , j ) =

Am (Vi , j )
At (Vi )
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(2)

acquisition start time. The second term corrects for the acquisition
time, while the third term calculates the mean counts considering an
exponential decay during acquisition, Here, the A0 for each sphere was
determined by a direct measurement in a dose calibrator.
From the data obtained by the previous equations, we computed the
root mean square error (RMSE) for the activity of each sphere as [28]:
RMSE (Vi , j )
=
At (Vi )

∑ (B(V , j ))

2

i

			

At (Vi )

(4)

where B(Vi,j) is the bias in activity estimation defined as:
B(Vi , j ) = Am (Vi , j ) − At (Vi , j )

			

(5)

computed for the i-th sphere of volume Vi and for the OSEM updates
considered. The average fractional error in activity estimation over all
spheres (i.e. the weighted RMSE, wRMSE) is, calculated as:
wRMSE (Vi , j )
=
At (Vi )

∑ f (B(V , j ))
k

At (Vi )

i

2

		

(6)

Here, k refers to the product of subsets and iterations (i.e. equivalent
iteration, EI=S · I) set in the reconstructed images, and f k is its weighting
factor.

Results
In Figure 2 the results relative to the dead time effect of detectors
are plotted as total reconstructed counts measured on the phantom
image versus the true total activity injected in the phantom (linear
regression with R2=0.99). No dead time effect was detected. In addition,
the physical half-time for the spheres was tested through just as many
exponential decay fitting curves and it was perfectly conserved (error
within 1% and average R^2 = 0.99).
In Table 1 the estimated tomographic spatial resolution is reported
for different numbers of subsets and iterations (from 4 to 16 subsets and
from 4 to 18 iterations respectively).
In order to establish the relationship between the choice of OSEM
parameters and partial volume effects on recovered concentrations in
SPECT reconstruction, we have measured the change in total counts
inside each sphere as a function of increasing iterations and subsets.
The results are shown in Figure 3a-e. The value of each data point is
obtained as the mean of the six VOI drawn on each sphere. As can be
seen for the largest spheres, the graphs (Figure 3 a, b, c) show a curve
shape of a typical convergence: a fast increase followed by a slower
approach towards an asymptote, in accordance with the OSEM objectdependent convergence properties [32]. It has been seen that with the
increase of target volumes, it is required a higher number of subsets to
reach total counts convergence more quickly, along with a decrease in
the variation among different realizations. The last result is different for
the case of smaller spheres (Figure 3 d, e), where the total reconstructed
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PVE relative to a reconstructed image of a sphere of a given diameter,
and also allows for the lack of true activity to be calculated. As shown,
8 iterations can be considered a good choice in activity reconstruction
for the largest spheres (Figure 3 a,b), but with subsets ≥8 instead of 4
as previously supposed. For the same subsets, but greater iterations, the
same is also true for the third larger sphere (Figure 4c), while the PVE
is clearly evident for the remaining spheres for all numbers of OSEM
updates (Figure 4 d, e) considered.
The weighted fractional error has been calculated for each sphere
as a function of the product of the subsets and iterations, i.e., EI, to
estimate the error associated with the reconstruction algorithm. The
107
106

Figure 2. Dead time effect evaluation where total counts in the phantom is plotted against
the real total activity injected in the phantom.

104

Table 1. Resolution measurements performed with three hot capillary tubes (placed at the
centre of the field of view, at a distance of 3cm and 6cm from the centre) filled with 177Lu
and placed in a cylindrical phantom, filled with cold water. Spatial resolution estimations
(mm), standard deviations (mm) and percentage noise are reported.

4S10I

4S18I

8S4I

8S10I

8S18I

16S4I

16S10I

16S18I

3cm

6cm

17,92

15,12

14,73

st. dev.

0,02

0,11

0,26

noise%

0,10

0,73

1,77

average

13,44

11,40

10,97

st. dev.

0,06

0,06

0,07

noise%

0,44

0,53

0,61

average

10,27

9,99

9,49

st. dev.

0,16

0,07

0,19

noise%

1,57

0,72

1,95

average

12,87

11,73

11,39

st. dev.

0,09

0,04

0,28

noise%

0,67

0,32

2,47

average

10,41

9,81

9,18

st. dev.

0,75

0,46

1,10

noise%

7,16

4,73

11,94

average

9,73

8,55

8,27

st. dev.

0,92

1,32

0,94

noise%

9,48

15,43

11,39

average

12,15

10,46

9,33

st. dev.

0,47

0,92

0,40

noise%

3,86

8,75

4,34

average

8,94

8,50

8,01

st. dev.

0,65

1,14

1,09

noise%

7,29

13,42

13,58

average

8,78

8,40

8,04

st. dev.

0,60

1,41

1,40

noise%

6,84

16,80

17,38

counts are quite diverse and they increase for higher updates without
reaching convergence even for a great number of iterations (> 20, results
not shown). As can be deduced from the same graphs, 8 iterations and
subsets ≥ 4 seem to be considered a starting point for total counts
convergence, with exception of smaller spheres where greater number
of subsets has to be considered.
The results obtained for the computation of the RC, stated in
equation (2), are shown in Figure 4. Here, the plots of the calculated
RC are shown as a function of the whole reconstruction parameters
used in the study for each sphere. The plots provide information of the
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Figure 3. Total counts in each sphere versus the number of iterations for 4, 8 and 16 number
of subsets. Sphere inner diameter: (a) 36mm, (b) 28mm, (c) 22mm, (d) 17mm, (e) 13mm.
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Discussion
The purpose of our work was to investigate the influence of the
OSEM updates on 177Lu SPECT reconstruction and to quantify the
error associated with the choice of OSEM parameters, as a function
of the object volume with the PET NEMA IEC body phantom. The
obtained results show that the choice of OSEM updates has great
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Figure 4. Recovery coefficient versus the number of iterations for 4, 8 and 16 number of
subsets. Sphere inner diameter: (a) 36mm, (b) 28mm, (c) 22mm, (d) 17mm, (e) 13mm.
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100

wRMSE / true activity (%)

results are shown in Figure 5, where the wRMSE (RMSE normalized to
the true activity) is plotted as a function of EI. In this graph, data for
each sphere refer to the highest weighting factor obtained by the OSEM
updates considered in this study, that is EI=64, 80, 132 and 160. For a
fixed choice of EI, the normalized wRMSE is sphere volume dependant
because of the PVE reported in Figure 3. This is clearly visible for the
two smaller spheres (wRMSE > 60%), starting from 64 EI and tend to
decrease as the EI value increases.

80
22.46 ml
11.46 ml
5.56 ml
2.56 ml
1.15 ml

60
40
20
0
60
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100

EI

120

140

160

Figure 5. Weighted Root Mean Squared Error (wRMSE) normalized to the true activity as
a function of equivalent iterations (EI).

importance for the goal of activity quantification in SPECT for clinical
purposes. It should be underlined that our study considers: 1) only
spherical volumes; 2) the inserts were placed in fixed positions inside
the phantom; 3) the inserts had similar distance from the SPECT/
CT detectors; 4) the inserts were placed in a cold background. These
choices are clearly distant from a clinical situation where organ motion
and, consequently, unfixed lesion positions are present, together with
background activity surrounding tissues responsible for the spill in
effect. These assumptions are ideal and represent a simplification of the
factors really affecting the loss of signal due to the PVE. However, they
are essential in the investigation of their influence on the lesion activity
quantification.
As reported in Table 1, while increasing the number of iterations
for a fixed value of subsets, resolution improves, but noise increases too.
The same is true if the iterations number is fixed, while subsets varying.
From factory data sheet the resolution is 12.5 mm (at 10 cm distance, for
medium energy collimators with 67Ga), but no information is provided
about measurement method employed. Our results with the clinical
radioisotope 177Lu show that our system resolution is better than what
was reported in the factory data sheet for 67Ga and it shows a strong
dependence on the chosen OSEM updates. The best measured spatial
resolution values are achieved with the highest iteration and subset
numbers (16 subsets and 18 iterations in our case). Indeed, the overall
best spatial resolution (8 mm) can be obtained when spheres, or lesions
in clinical cases, are nearest to detectors (6 cm from central position in
our case). Generally, but this is principally dictated by time consuming
analysis in a clinical contest, SPECT images are reconstructed with a
fixed number of iterations and subsets, without considering the size and
the location of the volume of interest.
Our results show that the appropriate OSEM update choice is
important for two reasons: 1) for high number of updates even smaller
spheres (diameter size down to tested resolution limit for a particular
isotope) are detectable, in spite of a higher noise level in reconstructed
images (about 17% for the overall best resolution of 8mm); 2) lesion
detectability is as higher as the object is nearer to detector.
Therefore, the choice of a fixed number of iterations and subsets might
be a drawback for dosimetric purpose. As shown in Figure 3, the choice
of the same OSEM updates for different lesions could not be adequate in
reaching the total count convergence inside the considered volume.
Objects of different spherical size don’t reach the convergence for
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any fixed number of OSEM updates, that is the choice for OSEM updates
is object size dependent, and is related to the system spatial resolution.
Hence, in a potential situation where patient lesions of different volume
and different geometries are dealt with, the choice of using the same
number of OSEM updates might be restrictive needing specific OSEM
updates for smaller volumes. For volumes, larger than 5.5ml that is the
volume of the median sphere (Figure 3 a-c), the number of subsets and
iterations to be employed shouldn’t be less than 4 and 8, respectively.
Using the same choice of OSEM updates for VOIs smaller
than5.5ml, such as the two smallest spheres in this study, the total
counts convergence wouldn’t be reached because of the dominance of
partial volume effect (Figure 3 d-e). Consequently, the estimation of
the real activity in the object shall be influenced. In this situation, the
quantification becomes anyway challenging and particularly critical
because of the limited spatial resolution of SPECT modality. This is
clear considering Figure 3, in terms of EI. For example, using a value
of EI=64, this can be obtained using 8 subsets and 8 iterations, but also
using 16 subsets and 4 iterations. From Figure 4, it can be seen that
for these two possible combinations of the OSEM parameters, the bias
of the RC relative to each VOI rises up while the volume of the sphere
goes down. This, in turn, will cause a RC value reaching 1 for the biggest
sphere, and be less than 1 for the smaller sphere at the same OSEM EI.
A similar tendency was shown also in the work of Hippeläinen et al. [9].
That group performed a series of measurements of a phantom with a
gamma camera of the same model of ours and with a similar acquisition
and reconstruction protocol. However, they did not investigate the
variation of response in function of the number of iterations and
subsets. They only considered an EI given by 15 iterations and 16
subsets, investigating the influence of the compensation of attenuation
only, scatter only and of both attenuation and scatter.
For this reason, our results show that smaller the sphere (hence,
bigger the spread in total counts), bigger the error in activity estimation
(Figure 5), ranging from 3.7% (biggest volume) to 35% (sphere volume
of 5.56 ml) and 85% (smallest volume) at small values for subsets and
iterations and from 3.7% (biggest volume) to 20% (sphere volume of
5.56 ml) and 79% (smallest volume) at higher values for subsets and
iterations. Even if the EI quantity is very high, no additional gain for the
wRMSE/ (true activity) ratio for spheres smaller than 4-5ml is detected.
Even a recent study [33] about the accuracy assessment of 177Lu
quantification shows a similar increase of the signal in correspondence
of high values of equivalent iterations and low filter size, as previously
discussed. It was evaluated through the ratio between the activity
quantified in a 22 mm sphere and the activity quantified in a 37 mm
sphere. The approach adopted in the present study was more analytic
and specifically referred to a series of differently sized spheres.
It should be noted that, if the lesion has an irregular shape, it
may be unsafe to assume for the lesion the RC values for a volume
equivalent sphere. In clinical cases, the activity quantification may be
influenced by the organ motion and/or the patient breathing during
data acquisition. Furthermore, it should not be forgotten that these RC
curves are scanner specific (i.e., dependent on system spatial resolution,
collimator, crystal thickness, source-to-detector distance, energy
window settings, etc.), and similar experiments should be carried out
on scanners from different vendors to derive analogous information in
order to establish the best OSEM update choice.
The current study showed the need for PVE compensation to gain
an accurate quantification of 177Lu for dosimetry purpose in a MRT
trial focussed on lesions and organs dosimetry. This is particularly true
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when lesions or small organs should be drawn on SPECT images. A
good compromise between spatial resolution, noise of the image and
clinical reasons lead us to identify the EI value of 80 with 8 subsets and
10 iterations in abdomen exams, like the most appropriate in our 177Lu
dosimetry trials.

Conclusion
The aim of the present work was to study the impact of OSEM
algorithm settings in 177Lu SPECT/CT imaging for therapy dosimetry
purposes. We evaluated the quantification accuracy of a specific
choice of OSEM updates, as a function of the object volumes. A great
dependence was observed on the number of iterations and subsets,
particularly in relation to small volumes objects (volumes smaller than
5.5 ml).
The authors suggest to carefully optimize the reconstruction
parameters of clinical cases in relation to the specific lesion size and
shape. This is particularly true in SPECT imaging where a variety of
functional studies, as well as different radioisotopes labelling the specific
radiotracer used into the clinical practice, are present. Hence, physicians
are recommended to adopt patient and lesion specific reconstruction
parameters, in order to achieve a higher lesion detectability and a more
accurate activity quantification both in diagnostics and therapeutics.
The approach of this paper could be successfully extended to
other isotopes (i.e., 99mTc, 111In, 131I,…) with the aim to obtain more
quantitatively accurate imaging in nuclear medicine studies.
The greatest authors’ interest is towards a quantification strongly
related to dosimetry purposes in radionuclide therapy, which involve
only some of the commonly used radionuclides. Among those it isn’t
included the simple imaging isotope 99mTc, although it is considered a
gold standard given its ideal single photopeak.
In perspective, it shall be interesting to apply the approach of this
work to the more popular 99mTc imaging, giving a good indication of
what the acquisition and reconstruction protocols are capable of under
ideal imaging characteristics, which 177Lu certainly is not.
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